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Abstract 

Retiming relocates registers in a circuit to  shorten the clock 
cycle time. In deep sub-micron era, conventional pre-layout 
retiming cannot work properly because of dominant inter- 
connection delay that is not available before layout. Al- 
though some retiming algorithms incorporating interconnec- 
tion delay have been proposed, layout information is still 
not utilized effectively nor efficiently. Retiming and layout is 
combined for the first time in this paper. We present heuris- 
tics for two key problems: interconnection delay estimation 
and post-retiming incremental placement. An efficient re- 
timing algorithm incorporating interconnection delay is also 
proposed. Experimental results show that on the average 
we can improve the circuit speed by 5.4% targeted toward 
a 0 . 5 2 ~ ~ 1  CMOS technology. Scaling down the technology to  
O.lum, as much as 25.6% improvement have been achieved. 

1 Introduction 

Retiming is a sequential logic optimization technique pro- 
posed by Leiserson and Saxe [l]. It  relocates registers to  
reduce the cycle time and/or area while preserving the func- 
tionality. Much effort has been made for retiming. Some ap- 
plied retiming to reduce power[6], to  improve testability[7], 
or for latch-based circuits[8]. Some effort made retiming 
practical by controlling the initial state of the circuit[9] or 
reducing the run time[4]. 

However, without accurate interconnection delay, above- 
mentioned approach cannot get the best circuit performance 
when the process technology is down to half-micron or be- 
low. This is because the interconnection delay has become 
the dominant part of the path delay and the interconnection 
delay is difficult to  measure before placement and routing. 

Post-layout retiming is a possible approach to  take in- 
terconnection delay into account. With layout information 
back-annotated, we can estimate the delay and retime the 
circuit accordingly. Incremental placement and routing tech- 
niques must also be developed in order to  retain most P&R 
decision from the previous iteration. 
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Figure 1: Estimation for three kinds of interconnection de- 
lay: (a) adding a register, ( b )  deleting a register, and (c) an 
unchanged wire. 

In this paper, we propose a post-layout retiming tech- 
nique. Heuristics have been developed for interconnection 
delay estimation, retiming incorporating interconnection de- 
lay, and post-retiming placement. 

The rest of this paper is organizecl as follows. Three key 
problems and previous work are descr.ibed in Section 2. Our 
system is introduced in Section 3 .  The retiming algorithm 
is proposed in Section 4. Heuristics h r  interconnection de- 
lay estimation and post-retiming placement are proposed in 
Section 5 and 6, respectively. Experimental results are de- 
scribed in Section 7. Finally, Section ,II concludes this paper. 

2 

We have to  deal with three key problems: retiming incorpo- 
rating interconnection delay, interconnection delay estima- 
tion, and post-retiming p1acemen.t. 

Several retiming algorithms taking into account intercon- 
nection delay have been proposed [2]1:3]. If we can annotate 
a circuit with the interconrLection. deltty value changed after 
retiming as shown in Figiire 1, algorithms in [2][3] would 
give the optimal retiming solutions. If' the path delay mono- 
tonicity constraint or the one-wa:y extendable property can- 
not be satisfied, the algorithms used in [2] and [3] are time- 
consuming. Nevertheless, due to thtr placement variation, 
neither the path delay monotonicity constraint nor the one- 
way extendable property can be easily satisfied. Using faster 
retiming algorithms with sub-optimal solutions may be ac- 
ceptable because, after poist-retiming placement, the opti- 
mal retiming solution might no longer be optimal. 

How to estimate the iiitercoinneci;ion delay for further 
retiming is more important. Three kinds of interconnection 
delay as shown in Figure 1 need to  be estimated: adding 
a register to a wire, deleting a register from a wire, and an 

be assumed as the original delay. The delay of a register- 
deleted wire is also easily estimated b:y generating a routing. 

Key Problems and Previous Work 

unchanged wire. The delay of an unchanged wire can simply 
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Figure 2: Four possible configurations when a register is 
placed between G1 and G2. 
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Figure 3: Design flow 

The interconnection delay of a register-added wire is more 
difficult to  estimate. One possible method is to predict the 
placed location for the added register, generate a routing, 
and calculate the delay. Methods proposed in [ll] can be 
used to  predict the location for the added register, but this 
needs a powerful incremental post-retiming placement to re- 
solve the possible congestion of registers. 

Another difficult problem for interconnection delay es- 
timation is to  decide on which fan-out configuration will 
occur since different configurations will lead to different de- 
lay characteristics. For a three-fan-out structure as shown 
in Figure 2,  when estimating the interconnection delay for 
the wire after inserting a register G5 between G1 and G2, 
we have to  choose among configurations (a),(b)> ( c ) ,  and 
(d). Before the final retiming is done, we do not know which 
configuration will occur. 

The third key problem for post-layout retiming is to  de- 
sign an effective post-retiming placement procedure. Though 
some incremental placement heuristics such as those in [lo] 
have been proposed, methods specific to the post-retiming 
will perform better. 

3 System Flow 

The design flow is shown in Figure 3.  The circuit is tech- 
nology mapped using SIS[13]. A retiming transformation 
ignoring wire delay is applied on the circuit. After initial 
placement and routing, the design enters the ECO (engi- 
neering change order) flow. The distributed Elmore inter- 
connection delay[l2] is back-annotated from the RC extrac- 
tor. Then the unknown interconnection delay is estimated. 
Retiming is applied according to the estimated delay. If it 
succeeds, delay slacks are computed for forward-annotation. 
The range for placing a register is calculated according to  
the slack. Then a bipartite matching is carried out to  de- 
cide on where to  place each register. Locations of all gate 
cells are retained. The iteration of the ECO flow stops when 
retiming fails or the user-given time limit expires. 

4 Retiming Algorithm 

The algorithms proposed in [2] and [3] can be ueed in the 
post-retiming design flow. However, because neither the 
path delay monotonicity constraint nor the one-way exrend- 
able property is easily satisfied, Tce develop a new efficient 
retiming algorithm incorporating interconnection delay as 
shown in Figure 4. Signals are propagated from primary in- 
puts for each path t o  identify the new location of each reg- 
ister. X function a(.) is used for the signal propagation and 
the retiming value .(U) can be obtained from a(.). a(.) is 
dynamically updated by queuing and dequeuing gates when 
traversing the whole circuit. Detail description for this al- 
gorithm can be seen in [5] and 
ht tp:/ /  theda28.cs.nt hu.edu. tw/ trash. 

5 Interconnection Delay Estimation 

Before or during the retiming process, the unknown inter- 
connection delay must be estimated. As mentioned in Sec- 
tion 2 ,  three kmds of delay should be measured: adding a 
register to a wire: deleting a register from a wire, and the 
unchanged wire. The interconnection delay of an unchanged 
wire is set to the original value since the post-retiming phys- 
ical synthesis is done incrementally. In our approach, the 
interconnection delay of a register-deleted wire is calculated 
according to the relative cell locations. 

For the interconnection delay due to adding a register, 
we first decide on where to  place the register on the layout. 
We employ a heuristic that  simply put the register at  the 
geometric center of its fan-in and fan-out cells as depicted 
in Figure 5. Then, to be explained in the next section, we 
round the location to  the slot occupied by a register nearest 
the geometric center. The interconnection delay is estimated 
according to  the slot position. 

Another problem we have introduced in Section 2 is the 
fan-out configuration decision. Before retiming is finalized, 
we cannot predict which configuration will be chosen. Dif- 
ferent configurations lead to  different interconnection delays 
and may cause different retiming solutions. We conserva- 
tively use the configuration with the largest interconnection 
delay. For the example of a three-fan-out node shown in 
Figure 2: the interconnection delay from gate G1 to register 
G5 is estimated based on configuration (b), and the inter- 
connection delay from register G5 to  gate G2 is calculated 
using configuration (a). 

6 Post-Retiming Placement 

Whether a predicted cycle time could be achieved is up to 
the post-retiming placement. 

It is difficult to simultaneously place registers and alter 
gate cell locations according to  the assigned slacks. So we 
decide to keep all locations of gate cells unchanged. The 
interconnection delay estimated for the unchanged wire or 
the register-deleted wire is easily met. The location for the 
added register is naturally predicted to  the slot nearest the 
geometric center as shown in Figure 5. 

After analyzing many circuits, we observe that most reg- 
isters are not necessary to  be placed at  the estimated loca- 
tions. Only the register that  starts a path or ends a path 
with delay close the cycle time should be placed near the es- 
timated location. The range to place a register is controlled 
according to slacks. 

A slack value is assigned for each fan-in and fan-out node 
of a register. I t  is the upper bound of the interconnection 
delay between the node and the register, and is defined as 

( cycle time - p a t h  d e l a y  ) ,’ 2 + 
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a sap -q in t  i e t i m i n g (  c) 
/*  initialization */ 
f o r  each v E V 

.(U) c 0 
a(.) t --CO 

endfor 
f o r  each v E PI  

a ( v )  e 0 
enqueue( q u e u e ,  v )  

e n d f o r  
for each v E P O  

e n d f o r  
/ *  traverse the  circuit */  
w h i l e  queue # 0 

a(.) t 0 

node u t dequeue( q u e u e )  
f o r  each v is a fan-out node of U 

a(.) + d ( u )  - w ( u , v )  * c r I - 1 
ay e alnt + e s t _ d ( u , v )  

if < r ( v )  

endif 
/* failure condition */ 
i f v E  P O  

+- r ( a,  + d(v)  ) / c 1  - 1 

T U  +- .(U) 

i f  rU > 0 

endif 
return F A I L U R E  

endif 
i f . ,  > ~,,.t 

+ atnt + est-d(u,V,O) 
r7sg r - 1 
if?,., > ~,,t 
/ *  a register would be  put  

in the  edge from t t o  U */ 
.(U) t .(U) + 1 
for each t is a fan-in node of U 

ay t r(u)  * c + e s t _ d ( t , u , w ( t , u ) )  
a(.) e max(a(u),a,) 

endfor 
recover.queue.and_value_afor_fanouts_of_u() 
/*  break the  loop of l i n e  14  */ 
b r e a k  

e n d i f  
/*  else a register would be  put 

for each t is a fan-in node of v 
in t he  edge from U t o  v */ 

a t T ,  t c + e s t - d ( t , v , w ( t , v ) )  
ay e max(a, ,a)  

endfor 
e n d i f  
/* update  a(.) */ 
if a, > a(.) 

a(.) - ay 
.(U) +- r ,  
if  v q u e u e  

endif 
enqueue( q u e u e , v )  

endif 
endfor 

e n d w h i l e  
r e t u r n  SUCCESS 

U: 
d(v): gate  delay of v 

w(u,v): 
e&d(u,v): 
e s t - d ( u , v , i ) :  est imated interconnection delay of i th  section 

r(v): re t iming value on v 
a(.): 

vertex corresponding t o  a ga t e  in the  circuit 

number  of registers between vertices U and  v 
est imated interconnection delay between U and  v 

of edge ( u , v )  when w(u,v) > 0 

a propagat ion function t o  calculate .(U) by 
.(U) = 0 if v E PI  
r ( v )  = r ( a ( v ) t d ( v ) ) / c l - 1  if v Q PI  

C: desired cycle t ime  

Figure 4: The asap-qintretiming algorithm. 

gesmetric center (anong 
G42709, G42767, and G40392 

Figure 5: Geometric center of nodes and the slot nearest the 
geometric center. 

/ 
Figure 6: Register placemcmt range calculation according to  
slacks. 

( the est imated inte+connrr.ction de lay  ) ( 1 )  

( cycle  t i m e  - p a t h  dela:y ) is the total slack for the path, 
and is divided by two for the starting and ending parts of 
the path. Under this definition, the slack for the node on the 
critical path connected to the starting or the ending register 
is exactly the estimated interconnection delay. This makes 
the starting register or ending i:egisl,er very possible to  be 
placed to  the estimated location. 

According to the forwa:cd-annotated slack, the placement 
range for each register could be calcullated. A region for each 
node connected to  a regitkter is calculated for placing the 
register with interconnection delay li,maller than the slack. 
As shown in Figure 6, the overlapping region for all nodes 
connected to the register is, the final placement range for the 
register. 

Since all gate cell locations ;are unchanged and register 
cells are removed, there leave many dots  on the layout. All 
registers after logic retiming will1 be .placed into these slots. 
If the number of registers increases ,after retiming, we add 
more slots to  both ends of each cell :IOW. 

A register may have more than one slot to  be placed 
into. Decision for registeI-to-slot assignment is done by a 
bipartite matching as shown in Figure 7. 

7 Experimental Results 

ISCAS89 and the LGSyntli93 benchmark sets. The circuits 
with name extension ".i" are from th:e ISCASBB benchmark 
set and those with ".l" are from the LGSynth93 benchmark 

We conduct experiment u . a i n 6  some Large circuits from the 
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Table 1: Performance Improvement 

GI70 GI61 
G170,G173.G176,Gi 80 
G183.Gl91 ,G194 

I 
G161 ,G164.G167,G170,G173 1 G176.G180.G183.G191,G194 

G218 

I 

G161.G164,G167,G170.G173 
G176,G180.G183,G191,G194 

GI 61 ,GI64  GI  67 G170 
G173,G176 GI80 G188 

GI83 1 G183.G191,G194 
G188 1 G161 .GI 64,G167,G188 
GI91 G183.G191 

G170 
G173 
G176 
G180 
GI83 
G188 
G191 
G218 

set. All are run on SUN SPARC 5, SPARC 1 0 ,  or SPARC 
20 workstations. 

Each circuit is synthesized for three kinds of process tech- 
nologies to compare the retiming results under the differen- 
t weights of interconnection delay. The 0.5um technology 
is from the 0 . 5 u m  CMOS cell library of TSMC[14], and 
the 0 . 2 5 u m  and O.lum technologies are obtained by scal- 
ing down the 0 . 5 u m  technology. We compare the retiming 
results with and without interconnection delay considera- 
tions. 

Cycle time improvements are listed in Table 1. The ini- 
tial clock periods are listed in columns 2,  6 ,  and 10 .  The 
final clock periods are listed in columns 3,  7, and 11. A field 
is filled with ”-” if the circuit cannot be retimed with in- 
terconnection delay consideration. The ratio of the average 
interconnection delay over average gate delay of a circuit is 
also listed in Table 1 for reference. The results show that 
our approach successfully reduces the clock period by 5.4% 
on the average for 0 . 5 u m  technology. When the intercon- 
nection delay become more dominant in 0.25um and O.1um 
technologies, our approach achieves more improvements of 
8.2% and 14.6%, respectively. 

8 Conclusion 

We have presented a post-layout retiming technique attempt- 
ing to  close the gap between conventional retiming and phys- 
ical layout. Heuristics are proposed for two key problems of 
post-layout retiming: interconnection delay estimation and 
post-retiming placement. And an efficient retiming algorith- 
m incorporating interconnection delay is also developed. 

Experimental results showed an average of 5.4% improve- 
ment in cycle time targeted towards a 0.5um technology 

compared with that considering only gate delay. Experi- 
ments were also made for scaled down 0.25um and O.lum 
technologies and the results showed our capability of further 
performance improvement in future technology. 
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